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PCPT Bus Routes Now Available on Google Maps
~~Plan Your PCPT Transit Trip on Google Maps~~

PASCO COUNTY, FL ---- One of your favorite map apps now features Pasco County bus routes. Pasco County Public Transportation (PCPT) routes and information are now available on Google Maps, including departure and arrival times, simple trip planning, step-by-step navigation and more.

The feature allows riders to enter their location and create a route to the destination. Schedule times, pick-up locations and transfers will appear so riders can easily plan a route.

“We continue to offer riders the latest innovations to enhance their experience with PCPT,” said PCPT Director Kurt Scheible. “Plan your route online, and enjoy our complimentary Wi-Fi while we do the driving.”

Additional benefits include:

- **Information accessible by computer or mobile device:** Plan a trip with the PCPT website using the trip planner tool, or download the Google Map App for Android or iPhone.

- **Customize your route:** Google Maps provides point-to-point public transit trip planning, that will include services throughout the Tampa Bay area showing connections between Pasco (PCPT), Hillsborough (HART), Pinellas (PSTA) and Hernando (The Bus).

- **Walking directions:** Google Maps offers walking directions, so you can find out exactly how to get to the nearest transit stop or station and how to reach your destination once you leave the bus.

For more information on how to use Google Maps for Transit, visit our How-To Guide or www.ridepcpt.com.